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About the Book

R.S.V.P. to the most riotous wedding of the year...

Lucy Jorik is the daughter of a former president of the United States. Meg Koranda is the offspring of legends. One 

of them is about to marry Mr. Irresistible --- Ted Beaudine --- the favorite son of Wynette, Texas. The other is not 

happy about it and is determined to save her friend from a mess of heartache.

But even though Meg knows that breaking up her best friend's wedding is the right thing to do, no one else seems 

to agree. Faster than Lucy can say "I don't," Meg becomes the most hated woman in town-a town she's stuck in 

with a dead car, an empty wallet, and a very angry bridegroom. Broke, stranded, and without her famous parents at 

her back, Meg is sure she can survive on her own wits. What's the worst that can happen? Lose her heart to the 

one and only Mr. Irresistible? Not likely. Not likely at all.

Call Me Irresistible is the book Susan Elizabeth Phillips's readers have long awaited. Ted, better known as "little 

Teddy," the 9-year-old heartbreak kid from Phillips's first bestseller, Fancy Pants, and as "young Teddy," the 

hunky new college graduate in Lady Be Good, is all grown up now-along with Lucy from First Lady and Meg from 

What I Did for Love. They're ready to take center stage in a saucy, funny, and highly addictive tale fans will love.

Discussion Guide

1. What made Ted Beaudine so special --- so irresistible? What kind of man do you find irresistible? Is it better to be in a 

long term relationship with Mr. Irresistible or Mr. Regular Guy?

2. What draws Meg and Lucy together? Would you rather have Meg or Lucy as a best friend?
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3. Are Meg and Ted ultimately a good match? If Lucy and Ted had gone through with their marriage, what might their 

lives have been like? Which makes the best match --- a marriage of opposites or a marriage of similar personalities?

4. Most people envy those born to accomplished parents. Is there a dark side to being raised in privilege? How did your 

family's economic status affect your upbringing?

5. Ted Beaudine is Wynette's hero and great hope, but being so beloved sometimes works against him. Can you identify 

in any way with the concept of the "burden of the beloved?"

6. Ted and Meg see Wynette differently. How would they each describe it? How big an impact does the place where you 

live have on you --- your personality, relationship with others, world outlook?

7. At the Fourth of July party, Meg tells Ted she hates the town. He says, "Maybe. But you also like the challenge it's 

giving you." Has the place where you live or lived ever presented a particular challenge to you? Did you overcome it?

8. After years of traveling and searching, Meg finally found her passion. What makes her happy? What about Ted? Does 

everyone have to find their passion or is simply living well good enough?

9. Meg tells Sunny Skipjack, "Sometimes change is what we need. I guess it lets us look at our lives in a new way." Do 

her words reflect your personal experience?

Author Bio

Susan Elizabeth Phillips is a #1 New York Times bestselling author whose books have been published in over 30 

languages. Guided by the motto ?Life is better with happily-ever-afters,? she loves writing about love in all its forms. 

Among her accomplishments, Susan created the sports romance with her novel FANCY PANTS. She is best known for 

her Chicago Stars and Wynette, Texas series, as well as multiple stand-alone books.
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